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Abstract
Social media permeates many aspects of our lives, including how we connect with others, where we get our news and how we spend our time. Yet, we know little about the
economic effects for users. In 2017, we ran a large field experiment with over 1765
individuals to document the value of Facebook to users and its causal effect on news,
well-being and daily activities. Participants reveal how much they value one week of
Facebook usage and are then randomly assigned to a validated Facebook restriction or
normal use. One week of Facebook is worth $67. Those who are off Facebook for one
week reduce news consumption, are less likely to recognize politically-skewed news
stories, report being less depressed and engage in healthier activities. These results are
strongest for men. Our results further suggest that, after the restriction, Facebook’s value
increases, consistent with information loss or that using Facebook may be addictive.
Keywords Social media · Field experiment · Value of Facebook · News awareness ·
Well-being · Gender
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1 Introduction
Social media usage has increased dramatically over the past decade, and Facebook
has dominated the market. Almost 2.2 billion individuals worldwide have an active
Facebook account, and nearly 1.4 billion log on daily (Facebook 2017) for an average of 50 minutes per day (Facebook 2016). Facebook not only provides means
to connect with friends and build social networks and capital (Bailey et al. 2018;
Mayer and Puller 2008; Cramer and Inkster 2017), but it is also exposes users to a
vast amount of information and news. Despite the potential influence of Facebook
on an individual’s behavior via information and content provision, there is surprisingly little known about its direct and comprehensive effects on news exposure and
awareness, subjective well-being and day-to-day activities.
Facebook’s platform has several characteristics that lend well to investigating its
effects on an individual’s exposure to news content as well as its impact on wellbeing. The platform consolidates information from many sources, making it an
important and compelling place to go on the internet to keep up with news. People
tap into Facebook for local, national and international news. Indeed, roughly twothirds of Americans get at least some of their news from social media sources (Gottfried and Shearer 2016). While there is a concern that news transmitted through
social media could be fake or skewed and affect political outcomes (Allcott and
Gentzkow 2017), these type of platforms could also serve to uncover corruption
(Enikolopov et al. 2016). As individuals rely more on social media and news aggregators as a primary source of information, segregation may increase (Gentzkow and
Shapiro 2011) and voting behavior can be affected (DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007;
Bond et al. 2012; Martin and Yurukoglu 2017). The consequences of this in terms of
news awareness and biases—highlighted by political investigations regarding Facebook’s involvement in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election—are largely unknown.
More broadly, there is little consensus on Facebook’s impact on well-being, especially in the context of daily behaviors and activities. Facebook is often used to connect with friends and family, organize events and share information and photos (Laroche et al. 2012; De Vries et al. 2012; Ashley and Tuten 2015; Lee and Ma 2012;
Bailey et al. 2017). Being able to seamlessly keep in touch with others might improve
mood and happiness, but it might also induce negative emotions and habits from social
comparison (Tromholt 2016; Deters and Mehl 2013). How Facebook directly affects
well-being and mood in general and the correlation with daily activities is unclear.
Facebook’s platform is provided for free to users and paid for by advertising, so
the monetary value to users, as reflected in a market price, is untested. The platform
facilitates building social networks and seamless access to relevant information.
Usage rates, both in frequency and intensity, suggest this provides benefits to users.
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While the economic impact of Facebook on advertising has been estimated, the benefits to users and impact on behavior have been given more limited study.1 Knowing
the value of Facebook would inform an understanding of welfare effects and provide
a monetary measure of the importance of Facebook to users.
We ran a field experiment in the Spring of 2017 with a randomized, and validated, Facebook restriction to investigate how Facebook may affect daily activities
and news exposure and quantify how much users value access. In total, 1769 individuals from a large U.S. university participated in the study. Using an incentivecompatible procedure (Becker et al. 1964), we asked participants how much they
would need to be paid to not use Facebook for one week. Qualified participants were
then randomly assigned to either a one-week Facebook restriction group or a control
group that faced no restriction.
Our design has several important and unique features worth noting. First, we
can exploit the rich data collected on the distribution of Facebook’s value to check
for possible selection effects in our results. Second, we enforced and validated the
restriction by logging participants off Facebook and verified treatment compliance
using an unobtrusive online monitoring procedure throughout the week. Our procedure was undetectable to the participant and did not involve direct contact which
could potentially impact behavior. Finally, participants completed two surveys, the
first prior to random assignment and a second survey one week later. These surveys
were designed to provide a comprehensive view of behavior and measure the shortterm effects of Facebook on news awareness and consumption, well-being, daily
time allocation and daily activities.
We have several key results. First, our study reveals that one week of Facebook is
worth about $67 to users, with a median value of $40. This value is in line with other
studies (Brynjolfsson et al. 2018; Corrigan et al. 2018; Allcott et al. 2019; Sunstein
2019; Herzog 2018) and represents a significant portion of a typical university student’s weekly budget and expenses [roughly 30% according to Flood et al. (2017)].2
Individuals place a nontrivial value on Facebook usage, and the value increases
19.6% after not being able to use it for one week. This is consistent with addiction or
the compounding loss of information, however, we note this is only suggestive as we
are underpowered to detect a statistically significant effect.
Second, our data document that Facebook is an important source of news exposure. Individuals restricted from Facebook are less aware of politically-skewed
sources, and this is stronger for men than women. Consistent with this result, the
Facebook restriction reduces news consumption and participants do not substitute
towards other news sources or social media platforms when being off Facebook
for a short period of time. There is no effect on news awareness from mainstream
sources. The causal estimates show that Facebook is an important conduit for news
from non-mainstream outlets, and this echoes the findings of Allcott and Gentzkow
1

It is estimated that the impact of Facebook through advertising is $77.6 billion in the U.S. (Deloitte
2015). Evidence on the value of Facebook is given in Brynjolfsson et al. (2018).
2
We note that the BDM mechanism used in our study, and in other studies using the BDM or other
mechanisms, involve hassle costs and some complexity that may affect values. Our participants face a
one in two chance of experiencing a Facebook restriction, and this may reduce bias in value estimates
when using elicitation mechanisms coupled with implementation uncertainty.
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(2017) who show that social media is correlated with the distribution of “fake news.”
Our results provide additional evidence that Facebook plays an important role in the
acquisition of information by affecting what news is available to consume and thus
an individual’s ability to assess its veracity.
Third, our findings contribute to the literature that focuses on Facebook’s effect
on happiness and well-being. Early studies found mostly positive effects of social
media on subjective well-being, perhaps through enhanced engagement, in crosssectional studies (Ellison et al. 2007; Valenzuela et al. 2009; Gonzales and Hancock
2011; Kim and Lee 2011) and laboratory experiments (Sagioglou and Greitemeyer
2014; Vogel et al. 2015; Verduyn et al. 2015). More recent studies have found mixed
results using panel data (Shakya and Christakis 2017) and Facebook use limitations
(Tromholt 2016).3 Cross-sectional evidence on the effect of Facebook on depression
is mixed. Feinstein et al. (2013) finds depressive feelings are driven by negative outcomes from social comparison, but other studies find no relationship between Facebook and depression (Steers et al. 2014; Jelenchick et al. 2013; Tandoc et al. 2015).
We contribute to this literature by using a randomized and verified Facebook restriction and show no significant effect of using Facebook on overall life satisfaction.
However, we do find a large short-term reduction in feelings of depression when
restricted from Facebook, especially for men.
Finally, we build on existing research by studying the effect of Facebook on
behaviors largely found to be correlated with mood. We find suggestive evidence
that individuals restricted from using Facebook engage in healthier activities. While
our design does not allows us to recover the underlying mechanism, this finding is
consistent with research in psychology (Salovey et al. 2000; Ostir et al. 2000; Fredrickson and Joiner 2002; Blake et al. 2009; Kettunen 2015; Newman et al. 2014;
Sonnentag 2001) that better mood is positively correlated with engagement in
healthier behaviors.
Overall, the effects our study finds on news awareness, news consumption, feelings of depression and daily activities show that Facebook has significant effects on
important aspects of life not directly related to building and supporting social networks. Furthermore, almost two years after our experiment, Allcott et al. (2019) find
similar results for news awareness and subjective well-being for a different population, which supports our findings. The effects of Facebook are far reaching, and our
results provide a more comprehensive documentation of these impacts on daily life.
Users seem to understand this and place a substantial value on the experience that
Facebook provides.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the study design and
implementation. Section 3 reports results on the value of Facebook to users and
the effect of the Facebook restriction on news awareness, subjective well-being and
activities. Section 4 continues with robustness checks on our main findings. Section 5 concludes.

3

Tromholt (2016) uses a one-week, self-enforced Facebook restriction and finds a positive effect on
overall life satisfaction.
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2 Study design
A direct approach to analyze the causal effects of Facebook on daily life would be to
take the population of Facebook users, randomly restrict usage for some and not others and then examine behavior across the restricted and not restricted groups. This
is difficult to achieve, however, absent a random event that blocks some comparable
users from accessing Facebook for period of time and not others and then identifying
those users to examine behavior. As an alternative, we adopt an approach where we
recruit volunteers and then randomize a Facebook restriction among them.4 While
feasible to implement, a challenge is the representativeness of the generated sample. Simply asking for volunteers willing to give up Facebook would likely result
in a sample of low-value individuals. To address this issue, we collect additional
information from our volunteers that allows us to account for this type of selection.
Rather than merely asking for volunteers, we elicit an individual’s value of Facebook for one week and then use the distribution of stated values to test if selection
affects the results.
Our study occurs in three major phases, as outlined in Fig. 1. In Phase 1, we elicit
an individual’s value of using Facebook for one week and recruit qualified participants into the Facebook restriction. In Phase 2, we administer a pre-treatment survey
and then randomly assign participants into two groups—a group that experiences
one week without Facebook and a group with no restriction. In Phase 3, participants
return to complete a second survey and collect payments. In a surprise, we also
re-elicit an individual’s value of Facebook for one week. We ran this intervention
between April and May 2017.
2.1 Phase 1—Recruitment and value of Facebook
We sent an invitation email to recruit participants. The email contained a short
description of the study and a link to an online survey that asked basic demographic
information, determined if the participant had a Facebook account (95% did) and
elicited the participant’s value for not using Facebook for one week.5
An individual’s value of Facebook is revealed with the Becker–DeGroot–Marschak (BDM) mechanism (Becker et al. 1964) and determines eligibility for participation in subsequent phases of the study. The participant is asked to submit her
value of one week of Facebook usage. A random counter offer is drawn and shown
to the participant. If the participant’s value is less than the counter offer, then the
participant is eligible for the next phases of the study and would be paid the counter offer upon study completion. If the participant’s value is higher than the random offer, then she is not eligible to participate in any of the subsequent phases
of the study and does not receive payment. Several examples of how the procedure
works are included in the instructions to make sure that participants understand the

4
5

The study is registered in the AEA Registry (AEARCTR-0003952)
The email text and online survey questions are in the Appendix, Sections A.1 & A.2 in ESM
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procedure prior to submitting a value.6 The examples explicitly highlight that participants should optimally reveal their true value. To assure that reported values are
not biased upwards, we follow the suggestion of Bohm et al. (1997) and Mazar et al.
(2014) and leave the upper limit of the random offer unclear because that increases
the validity of the BDM mechanism. This is implemented by informing participants
that the minimum counter offer is $5 and the maximum is “our most reasonable estimate of the value of the time spent on Facebook.”7
All eligible participants were invited by email to attend the next phase (Phase 2)
on Monday of the following week.8 The email explained that the next phase involves
completing a comprehensive survey and being randomly assigned to log off Facebook for one week. In addition, the participants were informed that they would need
to come back a second time (one week later) to complete another survey and receive
cash payments of the counter offer they received. The time and location of the session is indicated in the email, and participants confirm their attendance.
2.2 Phase 2—Pre-survey and Facebook restriction assignment
Participants were required to show up in person to complete a short survey that collects information on social media usage, news awareness, consumption behavior,
time allocation, and subjective well being (Appendix Sections A.3 and A.4 in ESM).
The questions on social media usage included time spent, frequency of postings and
emotions felt while using the platform.9
To capture news awareness, we tapped into a variety of news sources. In the week
prior to the survey, we collected headlines from the front page of the eleven most
popular newspapers as ranked by the Pew Research Center, including The New York
Times, Washington Post, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, LA Times, New York
Daily News, New York Post, Boston Globe, San Francisco Chronicle, The Chicago
Tribune and The British Daily Mail. We used Breitbart as the source of skewed
news.10 There were no extraordinary news events during this period, like a mass
shooting or major natural disaster, that might bias news knowledge. The participant

6

Our procedures made clear to participants that they would be paid the random offer upon study completion to mitigate any uncertainty bias (Horowitz 2006).
7
For budgetary reasons and expected participation rates, the random counter offers were drawn with
the following probabilities: (5, 15.14%; 7, 15.14%; 9, 11.14%; 10, 11.14%; 12, 11.14%; 14, 11.14%; 16,
7.14%; 18, 6.14%; 20, 5.14%; 21, 5.14%; 24, 0.64%; 25, 0.64%; 28, 0.14%; 30, 0.14%). The expected
offer is $11.58.
8
Those who are ineligible for subsequent phases are not contacted.
9
Participants complete the survey in Phase 2, prior to random assignment to the Facebook restriction,
and in Phase 3. One might be concerned that changes in outcomes are due to experimenter demand
effects. First, participants are not aware they will complete the same survey questions a second time.
Second, we find effects for some, but not most, of the outcomes, thus alleviating concerns of such an
effect. Finally, in a later study with a similar design, Allcott et al. (2019) find similar results to ours while
explicitly testing for demand effects.
10
We chose Breitbart given that its internet traffic as of March 2017 surpassed other major skewed news
sources and was similar in magnitude to that of mainstream news sources such as The Washington Post
according to data from alexa.com
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Fig. 1 Timeline of study phases

is shown six headlines randomly chosen from the pool of mainstream sources and
one randomly chosen from the skewed source and asked to identify if the event
occurred or not. From the six mainstream sources, two headlines are changed
slightly so as to make the headline false. All other headlines did appear on the front
page of a newspaper or on Breitbart.11
Daily behavior is measured by presenting participants with a series of statements
(e.g. “I save more money than I normally do”, etc.) and asking them to identify on
a scale of 1–5 whether they agree/disagree with the statement. Time allocation is
measured with estimates for average time spent doing a variety of activities, such
as working and exercising. Finally, our subjective well-being questions are constructed following the OECD Guidelines used to characterize the affective state of
the respondent (OECD Better Life Initiative 2013). These questions ask participants
to respond on a 0–10 scale how frequently they feel a certain emotion (e.g. depression, happiness, etc.).
Upon completion of the survey, participants were randomly assigned to either a
one-week Facebook restriction or no restriction based on the last digit of the participant’s university-assigned ID number.12 All participants complied with their
assigned treatment and associated protocols.
The no restriction group is dismissed and asked to return the following Monday
(one week later) to complete another survey and receive payment. The restriction
group is required to log off of Facebook, and all its associated features, including
Messenger, for one week. To validate compliance with the restriction, we created
a Facebook account for the study and had treated participants become friends with
our study account. As friends, we can monitor all access to their account through the
“Last Active” feature in Facebook Messenger. This feature automatically updates as
soon as someone logs on to Facebook, thus we can validate if a participant complies
or not with the restriction. A participant could go invisible, block or un-friend our
Facebook account, but they would have to log in and we would observe this in our
data. We saw no instances of this, and all participants complied with the restriction.

11
12

See the questionnaire in Appendix A.3 in ESM
The university randomly generates the last four digits of a student’s ID number.
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After becoming friends with our Facebook account, participants logged off of all
their active Facebook sessions on all their devices using Facebook’s security settings. Finally, the restriction group was asked to return the following Monday (one
week later) to complete another survey and receive payment.
2.3 Phase 3—Post-survey and re-elicited value of Facebook
All participants returned one week later to complete another survey and receive payment. The survey is identical to the one given in Phase 2 and allows us to see how
key indicators—social media use, news awareness and subjective well-being—have
changed over the previous week.13 After completing the survey, participants were
instructed to go to a separate room for payment.
In the separate room, before receiving payment, we again elicited each participant’s value for one week of Facebook usage. Up to this point, participants did not
know they would again be asked their value of Facebook. This procedure gives us
an unbiased measure of the change in Facebook’s valuation following the restriction. We use the same BDM mechanism procedures as in Phase 1.14 Afterwards, all
participants receive a cash payment based on the counter offer from Phase 1 before
leaving the session.
2.4 Implementation
Participants were recruited via email from a random sample of the undergraduate
population at Texas A&M University during the Spring semester of 2017. Overall,
1929 individuals initiated the Phase 1 online survey and 1769 completed it, thus
producing the distribution of stated values used to estimate the value of Facebook
and to test if selection affects results. When we compare the characteristics of the
individuals who responded to the survey with the entire undergraduate population
(based on year in school, home state and declared major), we find that our survey
respondents are representative. Of those individuals who completed the Phase 1 survey, 562 were eligible for Phase 2 of the study, and eligibility does not depend on
covariates.15 Also, we find no evidence that participants who ended up being eligible or ineligible based on the randomly-drawn counter offer are different.16

13

We updated the news pool to reflect headlines from the previous week.
Participants are asked to write down their valuation and informed that their payment today is unaffected by their response. Eligible participants from this second BDM go through the same process as in
Phase 2, return for a third and final survey in one week, and are paid their counteroffers from the second
BDM. We do not include this third survey in our estimates.
15
Eligibility for Phase 2 means that the submitted value was less than a randomly-selected counter-offer
of no more than $30. This is by the design of the elicitation mechanism—so all those with submitted values higher than $30 were ineligible. Descriptive statistics for these groups are in Appendix Table A.5.1
in ESM. In Sect. 4.1 of the paper, we test the robustness of the results to this design-induced selection.
16
When we compare participants who submitted values less than or equal to $30, so they could have
been eligible to participate in Phase 2, there is no significant difference by age or gender between those
who ended up being eligible or ineligible based on the counteroffer. See Appendix Table A.5.1 in ESM
14
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All eligible participants were invited to Phase 2 of the study, and this session was
held on main campus where participants came to complete the survey and be randomized into the Facebook restriction.17 For the Phase 2 sessions, 167 participants
showed up and completed the survey. Appendix Table A.5.1 in ESM shows the comparison between those who were eligible and showed up and those who did not. The
only meaningful differences are that those who did not show up had a slightly lower
value for Facebook and counteroffer. We test the robustness of our results to designinduced selection in Sect. 4.1 by re-weighting the sample.
Among the participants who completed the Phase 2 survey, fifty-four percent
(n=90) were randomly assigned to the no restriction control group, and 46% (n=77)
were assigned to the Facebook restriction treatment group. Comparing covariates of
the control and treatment groups, we find there are significantly more women in the
control group (71%) compared to the treatment group (57%), but otherwise, the two
groups are balanced.18 To address covariate differences by treatment assignment,
our analysis controls for individual fixed effects so that treatment effects are identified through differences in changes in behavior before and after the one-week Facebook restriction across the treatment and control groups.
After one week of treatment, 90% (n = 151) of the participants from Phase 2
returned to complete the Phase 3 survey. There is no significant difference in covariates between the participants who returned for Phase 3 and those who did not, and
attrition is not correlated with treatment status. Our monitoring process validates
compliance with the restriction.19 Those in the treatment group reduced their use of
Facebook by 1.7 hours per day. Given a baseline Facebook usage of 1.9 hours per
day, this illustrates that the treatment group complied with the restriction.
All sessions were completed in April-May 2017. Time to complete the Phase 1
online survey was approximately five minutes, and each subsequent in-person survey took about 10-15 minutes. Average payment to participants was $16.79 (s.d.
$5.22) at the completion of Phase 3.

3 Results
3.1 Description of the sample
In the baseline survey (Phase 2), participants report spending a mean of 1.9 hours
per day on Facebook, including reading news feeds and news content (Fig. 2, panel
a). This is consistent with other surveys with college students that report an average of 2.6 hours spent on Facebook per day (EMarketeer 2015), yet higher than the

17

Participants were aware of this procedure prior to submitting their value of Facebook in the Phase 1
online survey. Holding this session on main campus minimizes travel costs that might have affected valuations for Facebook.
18
Appendix Table A.5.2 in ESM shows the balance of covariates across the treatment and control
groups.
19
Participants did not interact with the study account in any way.
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national average of 50 minutes per day (The Neilsen Company 2016). Engagement
on Facebook is measured by how often participants post pictures and comment. This
activity was rated on a scale of 1 (never) to 7 (several times per day). About 52%
never or rarely post pictures, 28% once or twice a month and the remainder post
once a week or more (Fig. 2, panel b). In terms of posting comments, 48% never or
rarely comment, 18% once or twice a month and the remainder post once a week or
more (Fig. 2, panel c).
Other social media platforms are also used. On a daily basis, participants report
spending close to two hours on Facebook, Snapchat and YouTube, over one hour on
Instagram, less than one hour on Twitter, and very little on Tumblr and Vimeo.20
This is consistent with the number of friends and followers reported across platforms. On average, there are more friends and followers on Facebook (641) and Instagram (452) than on Tumblr (87) and Twitter (182).
Information is also collected on where participants get their news and time spent
acquiring news. Roughly, 15–30 min a day is spent reading or watching news,
and most news is obtained from digital sources (e.g. online news, social media)
as opposed to traditional outlets (e.g. cable tv, paper news, radio).21 Participants
reported their preferred news sources, and we rank each source’s political bias on
a scale of 1 (Left) to 5 (Right).22 The average preferred news source has a political
bias of 2.8—slightly left of Center.
We further asked a variety of subjective wellbeing questions. On a scale of 0
(Never) to 10 (Very/Always), participants are generally satisfied with life (mean of
7.2) and responded with a mean of 3.4 to feelings of depression. These results are in
line with the OECD’s Better Life Initiative Survey for 2017 which reports an average overall life satisfaction score of 7.3.
Participants were asked to rate on a scale of 1 (never) to 6 (all the time) how often
they felt certain negative emotions while using Facebook, such as envy/jealousy,
loneliness, misery and annoyance. To generate a general measure of experiencing
negative emotions while on Facebook, we take these four measures and combine
them into a factor index that ranges from − 2.35 to 4.37 using principal component
analysis. A higher index indicates a participant feels more negative emotions (see
Fig. 2, panel d), and there is large variation in this index.23
3.2 Value of Facebook
Participant responses to the BDM lottery show that one week of Facebook usage
is valued at $24.84 on average ([23.02, 26.65] 95% confidence interval), and the
20

Appendix Table A.5.3 in ESM
Appendix Table A.5.3 in ESM. While we cannot say what proportion of news participants get from
Facebook, 81% report opening up Facebook every day or several times a day to check their news feed.
22
We use the rankings on www.allsides.com. If a participant lists a news outlet that is not reported on
allsides.com, we treat their preferred news outlet as missing. The top five first choice sources are CNN
(28.1%), FOX (12.6%), BBC (8.3%), NYT (4.7%), and ESPN (4.7%). Breitbart was not listed as a first
choice, however, news from this source could appear on a Facebook news feed.
23
Appendix Figure A.5.1 in ESM shows the distribution of these emotions separately.
21
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 Time spent on Facebook and Facebook usage

median value is $15 ([12.70, 17.30] 95% confidence interval).24 We evaluate how
sensitive the mean is to outliers by trimming the distribution at $200, $100 and $50.
With each cut, the mean BDM value changes to $22, $21 and $18, respectively. The
median BDM value remains fixed at $15 with each cut of the distribution.25 There
is no bunching at $5 which indicates that participants did not try to manipulate the
BDM mechanism to be eligible for the next stage of the study.
Our experiment introduces a lottery in which an individual has a 50% chance of
being restricted from Facebook. Given that the restriction is experienced half of the
time, stated values could be dampened and the BDM would then produce an underestimate of Facebook’s value. If we assume that stated valuations are half of the
truth, then under risk neutrality, the mean value of Facebook would be $50 per week
(median = $30) and $200 per month (median = $120). If individuals are risk averse

24

We calculate the confidence intervals using bootstrap with 1000 replications.
Our design also explored the willingness to pay (WTP)—willingness to accept (WTA) gap in the
BDM mechanism [see Knetsch et al. (2001), Plott and Zeiler (2005), Horowitz (2006), and Brynjolfsson
et al. (2018) for a discussion of this phenomenon]. Half of the participants were asked the value in terms
of selling participation in the study (WTA), “How much money would you need to be given to stop using
Facebook for a week?” and half were asked in terms of purchasing participation (WTP), “What is the
value of your weekly time on Facebook?” We find no significant difference in the reported value of Facebook from either solicitation method or by covariates across groups, so we pool the data in our analysis.
25
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and we assume a CRRA utility function with a risk aversion parameter within a reasonable range (0.1–0.3), then the mean value of Facebook would be $67 per week
(median = $40) and $267 per month (median = $160). Throughout the remainder of
the paper, we report values adjusted for risk aversion. However, results are qualitatively the same if we use the unadjusted reported values from the BDM mechanism.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the risk-adjusted values.26 While our design does
not separately consider hassle costs, other studies find similar values to ours, suggesting that hassle costs are minimal. Brynjolfsson et al. (2018) and Corrigan et al.
(2018) find lower weekly median values ($3.92 and $15 respectively), and Allcott
et al. (2019) find median monthly values ($100–$180) similar to ours.27
According to the Pew Research Center (2016), women are 8 percentage points
more likely to use Facebook than men. Hence, we might expect to see differences
in the value of Facebook across genders, however, we do not find a statistically
significant difference. On average, one week of Facebook is worth $69.35 for men
(median = $43.07) and $65.18 for women (median = $40.38). We also test for difference in the distributions of the value by gender and find no significant difference.28
There is a positive correlation between the value of Facebook and age in our
data. For those aged 21 years or younger, one week of Facebook is worth $62.95
(median = $40.38), while for those older than 21 years, Facebook is worth $78.37
(median = $53.84). This could reflect differences in income or that younger participants are more likely to use other social media. Indeed, those 21 years and younger
spend more time on Twitter and Snapchat and have more Instagram followers.29
The value of Facebook changes across user types, with those who are more active
reporting higher values. Facebook is worth 20% more for participants who use it for
more than one hour a day and for those who post at least once per month. There is a
positive, but not significant, correlation between the value of Facebook and having
a large number of friends on Facebook, however, there is a positive and significant
correlation between the value and having a large number of friends on other social
media platforms. Those with a large number of friends on other social media also
have a lot of friends on Facebook, so this likely reflects the larger value that active
Facebook users place on using the platform. There is a negative correlation between

26

The distribution is trimmed at $540 because of a few outliers in the data—the maximum value is
$2,153. We use the nontrimmed, full sample in our analysis.
27
There are differences across studies. Brynjolfsson et al. (2018) use an online sample, one out of every
200 participants are randomized into the Facebook restriction, and respondents who do not use Facebook
are not screened out for their weekly estimate. Corrigan et al. (2018) use a series of second-price auctions with different samples and compensation schemes. Allcott et al. (2019) also use a BDM mechanism
but with an online sample.
28
Women are typically found to be more risk averse than men. The risk-adjusted values of Facebook
that we use assume that men and women have the same level of risk aversion. Women would need to be
37% more risk-averse than men for the difference to be significant at the 10% level, 41% more risk-averse
than men for the difference to be significant at the 5% level, and 48% more risk-averse than men for the
difference to be significant at the 1% level.
29
We did not ask questions on income but asked the zip code of where the participant lived at age 15.
Using income data from this zip code, we find no significant difference in mean income for younger participants compared to older.
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feeling depressed or experiencing negative emotions while on Facebook and the
value of Facebook, but these correlations are not significant.30
To put some perspective on the magnitude of the stated values of Facebook in our
sample, we compare its value with college students’ mean income and some common expenses. The weekly average income of a college student is $224.28 (Flood
et al. 2017), so a week of Facebook usage is worth 30% of income.31 In addition,
university students spend roughly $14 in clothing, $14 in personal care and $11.50
in technology (devices, plans and subscriptions) per week. Facebook is worth more
than each of these and more than the average weekly expenditure of $20 on coffee (Tuttle 2012). Facebook has a large value for our participants relative to their
income and other purchases.
3.3 Effects of the Facebook restriction
We explore the effect of not using Facebook for one week on five outcomes: social
media usage, news consumption, news awareness, subjective well-being, daily activities and the value of Facebook. Throughout the paper, indices are constructed using
the procedure of Anderson (2008). We demean each variable using the mean of the
control group in Phase 2 and convert it into an effect size by dividing it by the standard deviation of the control group in Phase 2. The index is the weighted average of
the transformed outcomes, where the weights are derived from the inverse of the
covariance matrix of the transformed outcomes. A key advantage of our design is
that we can verify that participants assigned to the Facebook restriction remained
logged off without having to directly contact participants with reminders and possibly affect their behavior. Our compliance rate is 95%, and throughout the paper we
report intent-to-treat effects.32
To examine the effects of Facebook on behavior, we exploit the fact that we ask
the same questions in the pre and post-treatment surveys (administered in Phase 2
and Phase 3) and estimate the change in the outcome of interest and control for individual fixed effects. This approach identifies treatment effects based on changes in
individual behavior and controls for any unbalancedness that might exist in covariates across the treatment and control groups. By relying on within-individual variation to identify effects, the only difference across individuals is random assignment
to treatment and control.

30

Appendix Table A.5.4 in ESM presents the Pearson correlation coefficients between the value of
Facebook and several measures that characterize Facebook users.
31
In-state tuition at Texas A&M is $11,200 per year, or $350 per week, implying that participants value
Facebook as much as 19% of the weekly cost of studying at the university. According to the College
Board, the average university student in the U.S. spends $225 per week ($10,800 per year) on room and
board. Facebook is then worth 30% of these expenses.
32
All but three treated participants stayed off of Facebook for the entire week. The three who did log
back into Facebook did so only once for less than an hour to communicate for a student organization via
the organization’s Facebook account. All three participants contacted the research team prior to logging
in to inform us why they were logging back on. These participants are included in our intent-to-treat
analysis. Instrumental variable estimates are 5% larger and slightly less precise.
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Specifically, we estimate the following equation:
(1)
where PostSurveyt is a dummy variable for the survey given in Phase 3 after the
one-week Facebook restriction and Treatmenti indicates if individual i is randomly
assigned to the Facebook restriction group. 𝛽2 is our coefficient of interest. Individual fixed effects are included and thus control for treatment assignment and fixed
individual covariates. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level. We estimate equation (1) for the full sample and explore heterogeneous effects by gender
and different classifications of Facebook users.
In addition to testing differences in means, we test whether Facebook usage has
an effect on the distribution of outcomes. We test for equality of the distributions, as
well as first and second order stochastic dominance.33
Our analysis tests for effects on a large number of outcomes. To make sure that
our results are not due to chance, we adjust the p values to account for multiple

yit = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 PostSurveyt + 𝛽2 PostSurveyt ⋅ Treatmenti + 𝛼i + 𝜀it

33

It would be important to test for effects at different quantiles, but we do not have enough
power to estimate meaningful comparisons at the tails of the distribution. To test for distribution equality, let F(1) be the distribution of outcome yit for the treated group and F(0) be the distribution of the control group. According to Abadie (2002), we define F(1) first order stochastic domix
x
nates F(0) if ∫0 dF(1) (y) ≤ ∫0 dF(0) (y) ∀x ≥ 0 and F(1) second order stochastic dominates F(0) if
x
z
x
z
∫0 (∫0 dF(1) (y))dz ≤ ∫0 (∫0 dF(0) (y))dz ∀x ≥ 0
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comparisons and report these as our main findings.34 We apply the procedure defined
by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) and Benjamini et al. (2006).35
3.3.1 News awareness
According to Gottfried and Shearer (2016), 64% of social media users access news
from just one site, and on Facebook, 66% of users report getting at least some news
while using the platform (Pew Research Center 2016). This suggests that Facebook
might play an important role in the distribution of news. If this is true, we should
expect that logging individuals off Facebook for a week decreases awareness of current events. We use the news headlines quiz described in Sect. 2.2 to define three
indicators that measure the effect of Facebook usage on news awareness: the proportion of news headlines participants correctly recognized as having occurred, the
proportion they got wrong and the proportion for which they were uncertain (i.e.
they answered “I don’t know”). We calculate these measures for the questions from
mainstream sources (six questions) and for the skewed news source.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the Facebook restriction on these three measures for
mainstream and skewed sources. There is no significant effect of the restriction on
news awareness for headlines from mainstream sources.36 However, there is significant uncertainty of the veracity of headlines from skewed news. Those who experienced a week off of Facebook are 22.1 percentage points more likely to be uncertain about whether or not a politically-skewed news headline is true or not. And,
they are 15.6 percentage points less likely to answer correctly if the event actually
occurred.37
3.3.2 Potential mechanisms for the reduction in news awareness
The reduction in news awareness should be correlated with an overall decrease in
access and consumption of news. We analyze how being logged off Facebook for a
week affects the frequency with which individuals access different news media and
whether consumption of different types of news changes. Participants reported their

34

Doing this involves a trade off between a Type I error and the power of the test (Anderson 2008). We
control for the false discovery rate to adjust our p values and achieve a balance between these two factors.
35
For reference, both the unadjusted and adjusted p values are reported in Table A.5.6. All of our results
remain statistically significant at the 5% level or less, with the exception of the probability of answering
“Don’t Know” for skewed news, the healthy activities index and the change in the value of Facebook.
We also do a more robust adjustment controlling for the family-wise error rate. When we use the free
step-down method described by Anderson (2008), only the effects on Facebook use, news access through
social media, news consumption and the correct answer of skewed news are statistically significant at
conventional levels.
36
We tested whether the Facebook restriction had different effects for true headlines and the false headlines we created (by changing a few words) in the news quiz. For both types of headlines, the point estimates are similar to the main results and statistically insignificant.
37
Gender differences do emerge. While both men and women are less likely to be aware of the veracity
of skewed news when off of Facebook, the effect is much stronger for men than women. This suggest that
men, more than women, are exposed to politically skewed news when on Facebook.
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answers for news consumption and types of news using a Likert scale ranging from
“not at all” (1) to “all the time” (7). Following the procedure described in Sect. 3.3,
we aggregate access to “traditional” news media (i.e. radio, newspapers, television
and Internet sites) in one index (Traditional Media) and access to social media and
news feeds into a second index (Social Media). We use the two indices to measure
changes in access to news media.
The left panel in Fig. 5 presents the effect of the Facebook restriction on access
frequency to news media. On average, access to news through social media decreases
by 0.66 standard deviations (significant at the 5% level), while there is no statistically significant change in access to “traditional” news media. These results are consistent with the fact that participants in the restriction group reduced their Facebook
usage to zero but they do not substitute by increasing use of traditional media.38 We
also find that the distribution of the social media index for the restriction group first
order stochastic dominates the distribution of the non-restricted group. This indicates that access to news through social media decreases not only at the mean, but
throughout the distribution (see Appendix Table A.5.5 in ESM). We find no distribution differences for access to “traditional” media. These results indicate that Facebook is an important source of news for our participants, and in the short term, they
do not substitute with other news sources.
The right panel in Fig. 5 presents the effect of the Facebook restriction on news
consumption. We asked how frequently the participants read political, business,
sports, international, culture, science, local and weather news, and we aggregate
these measures into an index (News Consumption) to capture overall news consumption. On average, participants in the Facebook restriction group significantly
decrease their consumption of news by 0.64 standard deviations with respect to the
baseline (p value < 0.05), and this effect is consistent across all news types. The
reduction in consumption of news decreases not only at the mean but also across the
entire distribution (see Appendix Table A.5.5 in ESM.
In summary, these results indicate that Facebook is an important conduit for news
awareness, specifically from skewed sources, for college students. News consumption decreases and there is no evidence of substitution to other news sources. In the
next section we study the effects of Facebook on subjective well-being.

38

Our research design restricted usage of Facebook for those in the treatment group, but participants
were not restricted in their usage of other social media platforms. We validate that those in the treatment
group did reduce their use of Facebook—by 1.7 h per day. Given a baseline Facebook usage of 1.9 h per
day, this illustrates that the treatment group did comply with the restriction. While the treatment group
refrained from using Facebook, we find that they did not increase their usage of other social media (e.g.
Instagram, Snapchat, Tumblr, Twitter). This is consistent with studies finding low cross-platform usage
for social media and a significant cost to switch to alternatives for one week (Pew Research Center 2016).
Only one-third of Facebook users are active on other social media platforms, yet about 90% of users of
other platforms are active on Facebook (Pew Research Center 2016).
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Fig. 4 Effects on news awareness

3.3.3 Subjective well-being
Previous studies have found mixed results on the effects of Facebook on happiness
and well-being. We build on previous research by applying a validated Facebook
restriction that does not interfere with participants during treatment, and by including a series of questions on daily habits and activities potentially correlated with
well-being (Salovey et al. 2000; Ostir et al. 2000; Fredrickson and Joiner 2002;
Blake et al. 2009; Kettunen 2015; Newman et al. 2014; Sonnentag 2001).
We asked participants five subjective well-being questions (taken from the OECD
Better Life Initiative ) using a Likert scale (from 0 to 10). The questions assess overall life satisfaction, how worthwhile life is, happiness, level of worry, and depression.39 Figure 6 presents the effects of the Facebook restriction on these measures.
39

The questions are: (1) Overall, how satisfied are you with life as a whole? (2) Overall, to what extent
do you feel that things you do in your life are worthwhile? (3) How happy are you? (4) How often do you
worry? and (5) How often do you feel depressed? An alternative approach could have been to use the
Day Reconstruction Method (Kahneman et al. 2004; Kahneman and Krueger 2006), however, to keep the
survey short, we opted for the five OECD questions.
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Fig. 5 Effects on News Media Access

Estimates for overall life satisfaction, life is worthwhile, happiness and worry are
small and statistically insignificant.40 However, being off of Facebook does significantly reduce depression by 17% (0.57 points on the Likert scale). This result is
consistent with findings from the social psychology literature using cross-sectional
data that shows Facebook increases feelings of depression (Steers et al. 2014 and
Feinstein et al. 2013).41 We do not find evidence of distribution shifts (see Appendix
Table A.5.5 in ESM).
Our results suggest that using Facebook induces feelings of depression. While
this could plausibly decrease an individual’s well-being, our estimates reject

40

Our results on life satisfaction are smaller than Tromholt (2016) who finds a significant effect of 0.26
standard deviations. The study’s Danish sample is older (average age of 34 years) compared to our U.S.
sample (average age of 20 years), and participants were contacted daily by the researcher team to follow
their assigned treatment status.
41
Subjective well-being measures can be sensitive to temporary events (e.g. the weather, long lines at a
coffee shop, meeting somebody) (Krueger and Schkade 2008), nonetheless, because our participants are
randomly assigned to treatment, random shocks should be evenly distributed and our panel estimation
allows us to directly control for events that affect both groups uniformly across time.
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significant changes in well-being. Evidence of a negative correlation between happiness and depression is weak (Rezaee et al. 2016), hence, a significant decrease in
depression is not inconsistent with no change in well-being.
The reduction in feelings of depression from being logged off of Facebook could
be driven by changes in behavior. To shed light on how people respond to losing
Facebook access, we asked participants to report on a variety of activities the week
prior to completing the pre and post-treatment surveys (Phases 2 and 3). Healthy
behavior was measured by asking whether participants ate out less than usual, did
less impulse buying, saved more money, ate healthier and exercised more.42 We also
asked what they expected their behavior would be the following week. Productive
time use was measured by asking whether they spent more time studying, had time
to relax and be with friends, and partied a lot. Time efficiency was measured by
whether they wasted less time, achieved more than usual, were not late for class,
were able to meet deadlines, were able to prevent distractions, discontinued wasteful activities, and procrastinated less.43 Again, we use the procedure in Sect. 3.3 to
aggregate these four categories of questions into four indices: healthy daily activities, time efficiency, time productivity and expected healthy daily activities.
Figure 7 reports the effects of the one week Facebook restriction on these four
measures. Overall, we find suggestive evidence that people behave in a healthier
manner. Healthy daily activities increase by 0.86 standard deviations with respect
to the baseline p value = 0.057). We find positive, but not statistically significant
changes for the other indices. There are no significant effects on the distributions
(see Appendix Table A.5.5 in ESM).
In summary, a one-week Facebook restriction decreased feelings of depression
and increased engagement in healthier activities. While we are not able to pinpoint
the exact mechanism, these results suggest that Facebook can negatively affect components of daily life that go beyond any existing benefits of social media.
3.3.4 Change in the value of Facebook
Being off Facebook for one week decreases news awareness and consumption,
improves well-being by decreasing feelings of depression and promotes healthier
behavior. If participants internalize these changes, we would expect a change in
individuals’ value of Facebook. Figure 8 shows the distribution of values for the
restricted and unrestricted groups for those who completed the pre and post-surveys (Phases 2 and 3). Experiencing a week-long Facebook restriction increases the
value of Facebook by 19.6% from $30.13 to $36.04, however, this effect should be

42

There is evidence that eating out is associated with excessive calorie intake (Urban et al. 2016), a less
healthy diet (Wolfson and Bleich 2015), increased hypertension (Seow et al. 2015) and a higher exposure
to phthalates (Varshavsky et al. 2018), which have been linked to asthma, breast cancer, type 2 diabetes
and fertility issues. Diet is correlated with an individual’s mental health (O’Neil et al. 2014).
43
Participants were asked on a scale 1–5 to what extent they agreed with a particular statement, where
1: Strongly Agree, 5: Strongly Disagree. We adjust the coding so a higher value indicates a “healthier”
response.
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Fig. 6 Effects on subjective wellbeing

interpreted cautiously given that we are not powered to detect significant results.44
We find no significant distributional treatment effects (see Appendix Table A.5.5 in
ESM).
There are several potential explanations for this increase in value. First, the reduction in access to news may simply not be compensated by a better mood and healthier activities. Individuals would then need a higher payment to be willing to be off
of Facebook for another week. Second, the increase in value is consistent with withdrawal effects of an addictive good.45 If being on Facebook creates addiction, then
the week-long restriction should increase the desire to be back on Facebook. This
would also explain the rise in value of Facebook. Third, Facebook further affects
other dimensions of daily life that were not captured in our study. For instance, we
do not measure the effects of losing access to Facebook’s messenger service. These

44

The adjusted p value is 0.125. Our sample size allows us to detect effects up to 0.182 percentage
points at the 5% level with a power of 80%.
45
A key characteristic of an addictive good is that its consumption exhibits “adjacent complementarity”
(Becker and Murphy 1988; Gruber and Köszegi 2001), which means that past consumption increases the
marginal utility of present consumption.
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Fig. 7 Effects on Activities and Time Use

aspects along with their interactions may be utility increasing, which could explain
the increase in value for an additional week off of Facebook.46

4 Robustness checks
4.1 Sample selection
Our approach of recruiting volunteers to log off Facebook may induce selection by
oversampling low-value participants. To address this, we use the distribution of the
stated BDM value of Facebook to re-weight the sample using the inverse probability
of being eligible to participate in Phase 2 conditional on the stated value. Table 1

46

Appendix Figure A.5.2 in ESM shows that while the level of depression in the treatment group has
decreased relative to control group, there is no evidence that suggests that treated participants are internalizing this benefit by lowering their value for Facebook.
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Fig. 8 Distribution of the Value of Facebook after Treatment

presents these results. Columns 1 and 2 show that the results pertaining to news
awareness and news consumption remain and are robust to sample selection. The
point estimates are robust to re-weighting the sample, although the weighted estimates are less precise, suggesting incremental power issues due to re-weighting. The
point estimate of the effect on depression decreases from 0.57 (17% of baseline) to
0.39 (11% of baseline) Likert points and loses statistical significance. The same happens to the effect on daily activities. The point estimate decreases from 0.84 (17% of
baseline) to 0.69 (11% of baseline) standard deviations.
This analysis suggests that the results on news consumption and awareness are
robust to sample selection and representative of the broader population of college
students. Conversely, the results on depression and daily activities speak to the population of college students who report having a BDM value of Facebook up to $30
per week (84.4% of the student population who uses Facebook).
4.2 Gender differences
There is evidence to suggest that men and women use Facebook for different purposes and with different frequencies. According to the Pew Research Center (2018)
report, more women (74%) use Facebook than men (62%). Women are more likely
to use it daily (69%) than men (54%) (Statista 2018), and they post more comments
and pictures and send more messages (Muscanell and Guadagno 2012). This is also
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evident in our sample.47 These differences in Facebook usage may imply heterogeneous responses to the Facebook restriction.
Splitting our sample by gender, Table 1 shows that for men one week off Facebook decreases feelings of depression by 0.82 Likert points, which increases to 0.90
after re-weighting. Both are statistically significant at the 5% level. There are no
significant effects for women. While the point estimate of the effect on healthy daily
activities decreases from 0.84 to 0.69 standard deviations in the full sample, losing
statistical significance, the effect remains large and significant at the 10% level for
men. Both the weighted and unweighted results show that the group, in this case
men, that is less depressed also engages in healthier activities, confirming the influence of Facebook on other aspects of daily life. This is also consistent with findings that men are more likely to feel depressed due to negative social comparisons
(Steers et al. 2014).
Our finding on the reduction in awareness of skewed news is supported by the
behavior of men. They are significantly less likely to be certain about the veracity
of skewed news both in the weighted and unweighted samples, and women are unaffected. Women reduce their consumption of news via social media, as do men, but
are otherwise not significantly affected by the Facebook restriction.
There is an increase in the value of Facebook after the restriction. This is driven
by women. They significantly increase their value by 33%, which decreases to 19%
after re-weighting.

5 Conclusions
Social media and Facebook have become entities of global proportions. However,
we know little about their economic value to users, the effects on daily activities,
consumption behavior and news awareness. Using a randomized, and validated,
Facebook restriction in a large field experiment, we provide an estimate of an individual’s value of Facebook. One week on Facebook is worth about $67 for our
participants—a relatively large value considering that it represents 30% of average
weekly income. We also examine the direct effect of being logged off Facebook for
one week on five outcomes: social media usage, news awareness, news consumption, subjective well-being, activities and the value of Facebook.
While individuals facing a Facebook restriction did refrain from using Facebook,
they did not increase their usage of other social media. This is consistent with studies that find low usage across social media platforms and suggests that there is a
significant switching cost between platforms.
In addition to not using other social media, participants did not look for news
from other sources, even when the substitution cost for accessing news from other
sources is low (i.e. turning on the television or radio or typing the web address of
a news site instead of Facebook). Overall, awareness of mainstream news was not

47

In our sample, about 43% of women post comments on Facebook at least once a week, compared to
21% of men. Also, 23% of women post pictures at least once a week compared to 8% of men.
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affected, but being off of Facebook resulted in more uncertainty about whether news
from politically-skewed sources was fake or not. Those who experienced a week
without Facebook were 22.1 percentage points more likely to be uncertain about a
skewed news headline, and men’s news awareness was most affected. These results
imply that Facebook is an important source of news and may especially be a source
of skewed news for men.
Our study has further implications. News aggregators that remove biases from
news sources would better inform and educate the general public and could weaken
the influence of skewed news. Facebook features (i.e. Instant Article, Trending
News, etc.) suggest the company desired to serve as a news aggregation platform.
However, recently Facebook eliminated these features out of concerns of propagating fake or skewed news, which goes in line with our finding on news consumption
and awareness. While a news aggregator has the potential to provide an unbiased
perspective of news and events (Mullainathan and Shleifer 2005), our findings suggest that Facebook, as currently constructed, may not be well suited for this purpose.
Our results suggest that using Facebook induces feelings of depression, which
plausibly decreases an individual’s well-being. This effect is particularly pronounced for men, for active Facebook users and for those who experience negative
emotions while on Facebook. Contrary to other studies (Tromholt 2016; Valenzuela
et al. 2009; Deters and Mehl 2013), we find no effect with respect to reported overall
life satisfaction. The reduction in depression we find from being off of Facebook
might be explained by two mechanisms. First, being off Facebook could encourage
individuals to engage in more positive, healthy activities, such as exercising and eating out less often, which could explain the improvement in mood. Second, Facebook itself might be a channel for decreasing subjective well-being, and changes in
activities and consumption patterns could be a result of feeling better. Untangling
the direction of causality would be an important area for future research.
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